PUBLICATIONS


TALKS WITH PUBLISHED PROCEEDING


TALKS AND PUBLIC LECTURES


“Entités féminines dans le corpus de ’Ilimilku : agency féminine, sexe social et rapports de pouvoir. Un exemple de méthodologie avec le Cycle de Ba’lu,” La


“New data mining approach to analyze male or female agency : inventory of action verbs,” Archaeology (CAA) international conference, Sienna, March 31 2015.

“Hypatia, une alliance entre TEI et MySQL pour un inventaire qualitatif des lexèmes,” TEI annual conference, Lyon, October 2015.

“Guidelines for collective e.work to study relationships between male and female entities.” An example with qualitative and quantitative results of IDL web application, American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR), Atlanta, November 2015.


“For modeling power relationships between animated entities in ancient literature: framework of deontic power,” American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR), San Antonio, November 20 2016.


“Digital Practices: How to Bridge the Gap to Encourage Collaboration,” Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in Archaeology (CAA)
international conference, Tübingen, March 18-21, 2017 (under review) [Co-authored Alessandro di Ludovico]

WORKSHOPS

“Plateforme collaborative d’e.philologie (notices et ontologie),” THATCamp, INHA, Paris 9-11 2015.

CHAIR AND ORGANIZER


*Corpus of analysis in the research on ancient Eastern Mediterranean and Western Asia: encoding, information collection. Digital collaboration, and investigating strategies*, Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in Archaeology (CAA) international conference, Atlanta, March 14-16 2017 [Co-chair Alessandro Di Ludivico].

*Encoding data and digital anthropology*, American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR), Boston, November 15-18 2017 [Co-chair Amy Gansell].

*Anthropology and hermeneutics of violence in texts and images*, American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR), Boston, November 15-18 2017 [Co-chair Leann Pace].


POSTERS
Hypatia: a collaborative platform of “open science data” for studying relationships between (animated) entities and their agency: inventory of lexemes and bibliographical notices of inflectional morphemes (2015)

New Digital Approach of Reading Texts: The Inventory of Verbs, Occurrences, Semantic Comparisons and Statistics (2016)